INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT
THE HAGUE, NETHERLANDS
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Notice to Nation State Supreme Court Judges &
Attorney Generals of: Bahrain, Brazil; Brunei,
Burundi, China, Germany, India, Japan, Kuwait,
Luxembourg, Mali, Malta, Mexico, Monaco,
Netherlands, Niger, Philippines, Qatar,
Singapore, Somalia, South Korea, Uganda,
United Kingdom, United States of America,
Vatican City.

ICC Private Prosecution1:
Request for Written Consent
or Objection
Notice of 26 September 2015
Military Necessity Evacuation
Lotto Pool2

In the ICC Private Prosecution matter between:

GMC 4643-13 EoP PoW Applicants:
Lara Bosman Johnstone; Nanette Derenzi; Dennis
McGinn; Timothy McVeigh; Erik Prince; Vladimir
Putin; David Petraeus; Ray ODierno; Stan
McChrystal and John Mulholland.
Plaintiffs
- versus Norwegian Nobel Committee et al:
Norwegian Nobel Committee; Nobel Peace Laureates;
Bank of Intnl Settlements; Inter-American Dev Bank;
APRACA: Asia-Pacific Rural & Agriculture Credit
Assoc; WFE: World Fed. of Exchanges; OICU-IOSCO:
Intnl Org of Securities Commissions; IAEA: Intnl
Atomic Energy Agency; NEI: Nuclear Energy
Institute; WCA: World Coal Assoc.; UN General
Assembly States & UNDP: Dev Program / UNFPA /
Pop Fund / UNOPS: Ofc for Project Svc: Executive
Board Secretariat.
Accused

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian
Nobel Committee et al
Crimes of Aggression acts of
war private prosecution in
terms of Article 5 & 15 of
Rome Statute & ‘Nuclear
Freedom Mutual Coercion
Military Necessity3 for the
Implementation of an Ecology
of Peace international law
social contract4’ Rendulic Rule
Military Necessity doctrine.

In the absence of written consent/objection from Nation State Attorney Generals
respondents; for this ICC Private Prosecution; respondents nations of Bahrain,
Brazil; Brunei, Burundi, China, Germany, India, Japan, Kuwait, Luxembourg,
Mali, Malta, Mexico, Monaco, Netherlands, Niger, Philippines, Qatar, Singapore,
Somalia, South Korea, Uganda, United Kingdom, United States of America and
Vatican City are the first 25 nation states to be added to the EoP Axis Military
Necessity Evacuation Lotto pool.

http://tygae.weebly.com/eop-icc-complaint.html
http://tygae.weebly.com/eop-axis-milnec-evacuation.html
3 http://tygae.weebly.com/military-necessity-doctrine.html
4 http://tygae.weebly.com/eop-nwo-social-contract-options.html
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Please Take Notice that:
1. Respondent nations of Bahrain, Brazil; Brunei, Burundi, China, Germany,

India, Japan, Kuwait, Luxembourg, Mali, Malta, Mexico, Monaco, Netherlands,
Niger, Philippines, Qatar, Singapore, Somalia, South Korea, Uganda, United
Kingdom, United States of America and Vatican City are the first 25 scarcity
combatant nation states to be added to the EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation
Lotto pool; who are respectively the top five countries for nominal GDP5: United
States, China, Japan, Germany, United Kingdom, GDP per capita6: Qatar,
Luxembourg, Singapore, Brunei, Kuwait; largest cities7: Brazil, South Korea,
Mexico, Philippines, India; population density8: Monaco, Vatican City, Bahrain,
Malta, Netherlands; and fertility rates9: Niger, Mali, Burundi, Somalia & Uganda.
2. Respondent Nations National Government’s may exempt your nation from the EoP
Axis Military Necessity Evacuation Lotto pool; by (i) Nations National
Government providing ‘EoP Axis of Mutual Coercion’ authorities with their
Nations verified National EoP Axis oath commitment of unconditional cooperation;
and (b) Nations Chief Prosecutorial Authority: Attorney General / Director of Public
Prosecutions files their written (i) consent or (ii) objection with the International
Criminal Court registrar consenting to or opposing the EoP PoW's –v– Nobel
Committee & Peace Laureates et al10 Crimes of Aggression Acts of War private
prosecution proceedings; which must be received and verified by the Acting Clerk 5
days prior to the next scheduled lotto drawing; in order for nation to be exempted
from lotto evacuation pool.
Summary: Private Prosecution Crimes of Aggression Acts of War:
Applicants hereby notify Nation State Attorney Generals/Directors of
Prosecution and Supreme Court Judges to clarify their consent or objection to the EoP
PoW applicants Private Prosecution of Crimes of Aggression Acts of War proceedings.
Applicants Private Ecology of Peace (EoP) Prosecution submission for Rome
Statute: Article 5 (1)(d) & (2) undefined term of ‘crimes of aggression acts of war’: “Any
individual who is found guilty of advocating on behalf of, legislating, enforcing, or
obeying any – cultural, religious, common, statutory, constitutional, or international –
‘scarcity combatant’ social contract; which enables or advocates on behalf of human
procreation, consumption or production of resources that transgress ecological carrying
capacity limits, is guilty of the ‘crime of aggression act of war’.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_GDP_(nominal)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_GDP_(PPP)_per_capita
7 http://www.citymayors.com/statistics/largest-cities-population-125.html
8 https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_population_density
9 http://www.statista.com/statistics/262884/countries-with-the-highest-fertility-rates/
10 http://tygae.weebly.com/eop-icc-complaint.html
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A copy of all documentation is available at: EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel
Committee et al11 and EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation12. ICC notifications sent
to respondents are documented in Notice of Intention and Proof of Service [PDF13]. EoP
Axis notifications sent to lotto nations and scarcity combatant organizations is
available in EoP Axis: City Lotto Notices [PDF14].
The following summary is excerpted from: EoP Axis: Text Draft [PDF15]; Admin
Correspondence [PDF16]; EoP ICC Complaint: Draft Intro [PDF17] and Argument
[PDF18].
Summary: EoP Axis Military Necessity Lotto Evacuation:
EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation Lotto pool consists of nation states
starting with 25 nations with highest scarcity combatant footprints. Each lotto draw
will select two nation states. The two lotto Nation states shall have half of selected
Scarcity Combatants – Lawyers, Mental Health, Organized Religion, Charity Nonprofits, Media and Breeding/Capital War extremists – evacuated; excluding scarcity
combatants who have signed EoP Axis Oaths. Evacuated means humanely eliminated
by means of psychotronic technology that terminates the functioning of their bodily
organs; their bodies are to be disposed of in silo’s for composting. Cities with more than
25,500 residents may exempt themselves from lotto evacuation by signing City EoP
Axis Oath. Nations may exempt themselves from the lotto pool by (a) their National
Government providing EoP Axis Officials with their written statement of unconditional
cooperation to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; and (b)
their Attorney General / Director of Public Prosecution providing the
City / Individual EoP Axis oaths to be submitted to ‘EoP Axis of Mutual
Coercion’ officials from: USA: Pentagon; Russia: Kremlin; EU: NATO; China: People’s
Army; must be received and verified by the Acting Clerk 5 days prior to the next
scheduled lotto drawing; in order for nation / city / individuals to be exempted from
lotto evacuation pool.
The EoP Military Necessity Mutual Coercion ICC Option Lotto Evacuation shall
continue until (a) all nations national leaders have provided ‘EoP Axis of Mutual
Coercion’ authorities with their Nations verified EoP Axis oath commitment of
unconditional cooperation; and (b) all nations chief prosecutorial authority: attorney
general / public prosecutors have filed their written consent with the International

http://tygae.weebly.com/eop-icc-complaint.html
http://tygae.weebly.com/eop-axis-milnec-evacuation.html
13 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/14-11-12_icc_nobelcomm_noi-pos.pdf
14 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-08-12_eopaxis_citynotices.pdf
15 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-08-12_eopaxis_textdraft.pdf
16 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-08-12_eopaxis_admincorr.pdf
17 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-09-11_icc_eop-v-nobel_intro.pdf
18 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-09-11_icc_eop-v-nobel_arg.pdf
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Criminal Court registrar for private prosecution proceedings of EoP PoW's –v– Nobel
Committee & Peace Laureates et al19; or (c) their written legal objections.
Summary: Tragedy of the Commons: Mutual Coercion, Mutually Agreed Upon:

“Every right must be evaluated in the network of all rights claimed and the
environment in which these rights are exercised. If we hold that every right,
“natural” or not, must be evaluated in the total system of rights operating in a
world that is limited, we must inevitably conclude that no right can be presumed to
be absolute, that the effect of each right on the suppliers as well as on the
demanders must be determined before we can ascertain the quantity of right that is
admissible. From here on out, ours is a limited world. Rights must also be limited.
The greater the population, the more limited the per capita supply of all goods;
hence the greater must be the limitation on individual rights, including the right to
breed. At its heart, this is the political meaning of the population problem.”
– Garret Hardin: Limited World, Limited Rights.
The Tragedy of the Commons is an ecological concept that refers to the depletion
of a shared resource by individuals, acting independently and rationally according to
each one's self-interest, despite their understanding that depleting the common
resource is contrary to their long-term best interests. Ecologist Garrett Hardin
famously explored this social dilemma in “The Tragedy of the Commons”. 20 Hardin
concluded that in the absence of restricting the consequences of the ‘tragedy of the
commons’, by reducing the rights to consumption and procreation, to below carrying
capacity limits, they would eventually be restricted by nuclear war.
Social Trap is a term used by psychologists to describe a situation in which a
group of people act to obtain short-term individual gains, which in the long run leads to
a loss for the group as a whole; such as for example overfishing, energy "brownout" and
"blackout" power outages during periods of extreme temperatures, overgrazing on the
Sahelian Desert, and the destruction of the rainforest by logging interests and
agriculture. Social fence refers to a short-term avoidance behavior by individuals that
leads to a long-term loss to the entire group.
For a culture to avoid the Tragedy of the Commons consequences, they must
establish a system whereby the individuals who choose to cheat to exploit the commons
(in Ishmael language: the ‘takers’; in EoP language: ‘scarcity combatants’) by breeding
and/or consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits, are easily exposed, and
given the opportunity to follow their social trap behaviour, by removing their genes
from the genepool. In the absence of eliminating the cheater takers from the genepool;
the overbreeding social trap behaviour of the ‘takers’, will overpopulate the ‘leavers’
19
20
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(living in harmony with the commons), eventually forcing the ‘leavers’ to either become
takers to survive; or to over consume natural capital to convert to economic and
military capital for the purpose of protecting themselves and property from the
overbreeding cheaters.
Hardin concluded that in the absence of restricting the over breeding and
consuming consequences of the ‘tragedy of the commons’, by restricting citizens to
breeding and consuming below carrying capacity limits, those behaviours would
eventually be restricted by nuclear war.

Evolve or be Evacuated Coercion on Cities & Scarcity Combatants:
“Evolve or Perish, Grow Up or Die” – Michael Ruppert, Collapse21; Community
Solution: Power of Community: How Cuba Survived Peak Oil22.
Cities, civilization and resource violence enlightenment23 excerpt from What a
Way to Go: Life at the end of Empire24 Derrick Jensen interview25.
Cities: → City administrators must reduce their city populations to a maximum
of 25,500 residents. Their cities must be separated from the next city by a green
corridor of minimum 5 miles; between itself and neighbouring ‘city’ to be considered a
second ‘separate city’ for the purpose of ‘resident counting’; and the green corridor
should be 25 miles from any third city.
Scarcity Combatants: → Law: Judges, Prosecutors & Lawyers; Mental Health:
Psychologists & Psychiatrists; Media: Print, TV or Radio: Editors, Producers &
Journalists; Religious & Non Profit: Officials and Employees of any religious worship
or charity organization with State non-profit status.
Breeding / consumption war extremists: → Any adult individual over the age of
18 who qualifies as an extremist Scarcity Combatant: i.e. Breeding: any individual who
has co-procreated more than 3 children who survived beyond the age of 5;
Capital/Consumption: any individual whose capital assets amount to more than US $
2.55 million.
EoP Axis Oaths:
City Administrators are to provide ‘EoP Axis of Mutual Coercion’ officials from:
USA: Pentagon; Russia: Kremlin; EU: NATO; China: People’s Army; their (a) City EoP
Axis oath of legal commitment to conditionally cooperate to implement an Ecology of
Peace international law social contract; or (b) the date by when they shall provide the
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ElZ9yPyVgXI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L2TzvnRo6_c
23 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KkEmLRCP078
24 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2em1x2j9-o
25 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESFo9Qch5lc
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EoP Axis of Mutual Coercion’ authorities, with their cities legal objection arguments
and evidence; objecting to the implementation of an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract for humane and orderly depopulation and deindustrialization.
Scarcity Combatants -- Lawyers, Mental Health, Organized Religion & Charity
Non-profits | Media | and Breeding/Consumption War Extremists – are to provide
their city administration officials and Acting Clerk with their Individual EoP Axis
Oath to conditionally cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract; or (b) the date by when they would file their legal objection; objecting to
the implementation of an Ecology of Peace international law social contract for humane
and orderly depopulation and deindustrialization.
The professions of Lawyers, Mental Health, Organized Religion & Charity Nonprofits and Media were selected because of their role as professionals allegedly
considered to be ‘social conflict’ problem solving leaders; who have clearly failed to
educate their nation’s citizens about Ecology of Peace reality facts.
Ecology of Peace Facts: 1. Earth is not flat; 2. Resources are finite; 3. When
humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity26 limits27, it results in
resource conflict28; 4. To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources in
accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and
international inter-cultural resource war conflict; humans must implement an Ecology
of Peace international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed
and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
A list of all signed and verified EoP Axis Oaths can be found at EoP
Supporters29; which also includes EoP Axis oath templates.
Scarcity Combatants & their descendants EoP Axis Lotto Evacuation:
“Idi Amin reckons that people in Africa can never make a decision and the only
way you can get them to make a decision is put them in a box and knock their bloody
heads in; or put a rifle up their bum.” -- Bob Astles, Advisor to Field Marshall Idi Amin;
The Most Evil Men in History: Idi Amin30.
The EoP Military Necessity Mutual Coercion ICC Lotto shall be drawn by the
Acting Clerk every second month on the 26 of the month; totalling two ICC lotto
nations.

http://tygae.weebly.com/commonsism.html
http://tygae.weebly.com/tipping-points.html
28 http://sqswans.weebly.com/military-gospel.html
29 http://tygae.weebly.com/eop-supporters.html
30 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iyaTWKv44Hs
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In the subsequent two months Pentagon and Kremlin authorities shall
implement the EoP Military Necessity Mutual Coercion ICC Option Lotto
Evacuation in all of the two ICC lotto nations cities; where ½ of the nations Lawyers,
Mental Health, Organized Religion & Charity Non-profits, Media and Capital/Breeding
War Scarcity Combatant Extremists and all their biological descendants; who have not
signed an EoP-Axis oath; shall be evacuated / raptured from Planet Earth by means of
military psychotronic technology. Put simply they will be given an instant heart-attack
or stroke; or the simple quick and humane termination of their living organs. Their
dead bodies shall not be buried in cemeteries; but dumped in former grain silo’s to be
converted to compost; for the new sustainable economy31 [La Proxima Economia32];
which shall be based upon an Ecology of Peace international law social contract33.
Descendants means: (a) Not signed EoP Axis Oath: All the biological children,
grandchildren and great grandchildren of any and all scarcity combatants – Law,
Media, Religion, Charity, Mental Health – professionals and breeding/capital war
extremists; targeted for evacuation from lotto nations cities; who have not signed the
EoP Axis Oath; (b) Signed EoP Axis Oath: When any scarcity combatant – Law, Media,
Religion, Charity, Mental Health – professionals and breeding/capital war extremists;
or any of their descendants targeted for evacuation from lotto nations cities signs an
EoP Axis cooperation oath; the oath only excludes themselves; and their biological
descendants under the age of 18; from the lotto evacuation pool.
The EoP Military Necessity Mutual Coercion ICC Option Lotto Evacuation shall
continue until (a) all nations -- including EoP Axis nations -- national leaders have
provided ‘EoP Axis of Mutual Coercion’ authorities with their Nations verified EoP
Axis oath commitment of unconditional cooperation; and (b) all nations chief
prosecutorial authority: attorney general / public prosecutors have filed their written
consent with the International Criminal Court registrar for private prosecution
proceedings of EoP PoW's –v– Nobel Committee & Peace Laureates et al; or (c) their
written legal objections.
City administrators and Scarcity Combatants decision-making:
“Order demands violence. A rule not ultimately backed by the threat of violence
is merely a suggestion. States rely on laws enforced by men ready to do violence
against lawbreakers. [..] Without action, words are just words. Without violence, laws
are just words. [..] Violence isn’t the only answer, but it is the final answer. One can
make moral arguments and ethical arguments and appeals to reason, emotion,
aesthetics, and compassion. People are certainly moved by these arguments, and when
sufficiently persuaded — providing of course that they are not excessively
inconvenienced — people often choose to moderate or change their behaviors. However,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ka-OHpII00s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yjc8VOG4QRY
33 http://tygae.weebly.com/ecology-of-peace.html
31
32
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the willful submission of many inevitably creates a vulnerability waiting to be
exploited by any one person who shrugs off social and ethical norms. [..] Violence is the
final answer to the question, “Or else what?” [..] Ask the Cherokee, the Inca, the
Romanovs, the Jews, the Confederates, the barbarians and the Romans. They all know
“Or else what.” - Violence is Golden34, by Jack Donovan.
I imagine Individuals and Cities decision making shall be based upon a
combination of: (a) their own cultural decision making process; whether based on nonviolent reason and logic reality or threat of force coercion; (b) if the former: Their EoP
Oath decision making shall require information clarifying how and why EoP Axis
Authorities should be supported to implement an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract; that restricts all the worlds citizens to procreating and consuming
below ecological carrying capacity limits; (c) if the latter: Their EoP Oath decision
making shall require information clarifying that EoP Axis Authorities have access to (i)
technologically capable of evacuating one or ten thousand or more pre-selected
individuals from the planetary genepool by HAARP technology; and (ii) if so: would use
it evacuate more than a few individuals at a time; to the extent of an entire city or
cities.
Sustainable Security Military Necessity for implementing an EoP
international law social contract:
“Higgins: It's simple economics. Today it's oil, right? In 10 or 15 years - food,
Plutonium. And maybe even sooner. Now what do you think the people are gonna want
us to do then? Turner : "Ask them." Higgins: "Not now - then. Ask them when they're
running out. Ask them when there's no heat in their homes and they're cold. Ask them
when their engines stop. Ask them when people who've never known hunger start
going hungry. Do you want to know something? They won't want us to ask them.
They'll just want us to get it for them." What do you want?” – Michael Ruppert: In Your
Face35.
“I told myself it was beneath my dignity to arrest a man for pilfering firewood.
But nothing ordered by the Party is beneath the dignity of any man. And the Party was
right: one man desperate for a bit of fuel is pathetic; five million people desperate for
fuel will destroy a city.” -- Yevgraf Zhivago; Dr. Zhivago36.
EoP Axis Authorities should be supported to implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract37; that restricts all the worlds citizens to procreating
and consuming below ecological carrying capacity limits; because the current Masonic

http://www.jack-donovan.com/axis/2011/03/violence-is-golden/
http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ww3/013004_in_your_face.html
36 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7B-nlmdX0g
37 http://tygae.weebly.com/ecology-of-peace.html
34
35
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War is Peace38 international law social contract; and its ‘right to procreate’39 breeding
war40 and ‘right to consume’41 Trillion Dollar externality capital war thefts42; have
resulted in ecological overshoot of between 700 to 400,000 percent43; manifested in the
crossing of dangerous planetary ecological tipping points44:– (i) Loss of Biodiversity and
Species Extinctions45; (ii) Climate Change46; (iii) Nitrogen Cycle47; (iv) Ocean
Acidification48; (v) Changes in Land Use49; (vi) Global Freshwater Use50; (vii) State
Shift in the Earth’s Biosphere51; (viii) Peak Non-Renewable Natural Resources:
Scarcity52 are currently destroying our Planet’s Natural Capital, with devastating
current and impending human sacrifice53 ‘scarcity-conflict’54 consequences.
HAARP related technologically capable of evacuating one or ten
thousand or more individuals; excluding pre-selected individuals; from the
planetary genepool:
“So when President Bush declared in Tuesday's State of the Union address that
"America is addicted to oil" and insisted the United States "break this addiction,"
Washington was thrown into one of its occasional paroxysms of confusion. Did the
President mean it? What did these strong words imply? Why was a Texas oil man
urging Americans to "move beyond a petroleum-based economy"? …. For more than 30
years, Richard Nixon's trip to China has been the standard for bold Presidential action
that seizes the initiative, surprising allies and opponents alike with a visionary change
in direction. It's too early to say whether President Bush's focus on America's oil
addiction meets that standard. (As Tom Friedman quipped in the New York Times, it
"was more like Nixon goes to New Mexico.") Words in the State of the Union are a
start. Now serious and sustained policies must follow.” – David Sandalow: President
Bush and Oil Addiction55. Gabor Mate: What is Addiction?56
“A weapon is only good if someone knows what its capability is. Prior to using
the atomic bomb it was irrelevant. They refer to it as the Nagasaki Syndrome.” -http://tygae.weebly.com/war-is-peace.html
http://tygae.weebly.com/control-of-reproduction.html
40 http://sqswans.weebly.com/breeding-war.html
41 http://tygae.weebly.com/control-of-consumption.html
42 http://tygae.weebly.com/corporate-externalities.html
43 http://tygae.weebly.com/ecological-overshoot.html
44 http://tygae.weebly.com/tipping-points.html
45 http://tygae.weebly.com/biodiversity-loss.html
46 http://tygae.weebly.com/climate-change.html
47 http://tygae.weebly.com/nitrogen-cycle.html
48 http://tygae.weebly.com/ocean-acidification.html
49 http://tygae.weebly.com/land-use.html
50 http://tygae.weebly.com/freshwater-use.html
51 http://tygae.weebly.com/biosphere-state-shift.html
52 http://tygae.weebly.com/peak-nnr-scarcity.html
53 http://sqswans.weebly.com/sel-human-sacrifice-hs.html
54 http://sqswans.weebly.com/military-gospel.html
55 http://www.brookings.edu/research/opinions/2006/02/03energy-sandalow
56 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5sOh4gKPIg
38
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Michael C Ruppert; Promis57; copy filed in HC-CPD A696-04: High Court Review of
CST-CAS 572-200258: Heads of Argument Attachment: H.4. What is Promis and What
does it Do? PROMIS stands for Prosecutor's Management Information System.
In Covert Operations of the NSA59 John St Clair Akwei; a former NSA employee
describes how the NSA can psychotronically manipulate the thoughts and bodily
functions of any individual on the planet. Put differently; the NSA or any other nations
intelligence agencies; such as Britain’s MI6, or Russia’s FSB/KGB; or Israel’s Mossad;
can remotely manipulate the thoughts of any one or more persons; and the internal
organs in their body; such as induce a heart attack or stroke, pull a tendon or muscle;
fill the lungs with water to induce pneumonia [..]; and aggravate an already inflamed
intestine to activate an gastrointestinal bleeding attack, put a village to sleep60;
influence the behaviour61 or dieoff62 of animals; etc. Covert Operations of the NSA is a
matter of court record in: (i) John St Clair Akwei vs National Security Agency: Ft
George G. Meade, MD, USA (Civil Action 92-0449); (ii) GMC C572-02: State v Lara
Johnstone63 about the 18 June 2002 PW Airport bomb threat made via the George
Herald; (iii) GMC 2578-14: Lara Johnstone v Frode and Talitha Moe64.
In Angels Don’t Play this HAARP65, Dr. Nick Begich and Jeanne Manning
provide a detailed overview of HAARP technology and its capabilities to: disrupt
human mental processes; jam all global communications systems; change weather
patterns over large areas; interfere with wildlife migration patterns; negatively affect
one or more individuals health; unnaturally impact the Earth‘s upper atmosphere. A
Begich HAARP interview is a matter of court record in: HC-CPD A696-04: State v Lara
Johnstone66 | Vladimir Zhirinovsky: Scalar Weaponry67.
Dr. John Hall: Government Mind control technologies68 | Psychotronic mind
control technology which can be used to psychotronically manipulate anyone from lone
wolf terrorists such as Timothy McVeigh [Kathy Kasten69] or Aaron Alexis [Anthony
Forwood70]; to activists whether Bradley/Chelsea Manning, Edward Snowden and
Julian Assange; etc | Michael Ruppert: Intelligence Agencies use of surveillance

http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/pandora/052401_promis.html
http://sqswans.weebly.com/hc-cpd-a696-04-johnstone-v-state.html
59 http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/scalar_tech/esp_scalartech12.htm
60 http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/mar/18/kazakhstan-sleeping-village-mystery
61 http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jul/17/mystery-kazakhstan-sleeping-sickness-solved
62 http://www.theguardian.com/science/animal-magic/2015/jun/12/134000-saiga-antelope-dead-intwo-weeks-what-is-the-probable-cause
63 http://sqswans.weebly.com/hc-cpd-a696-04-johnstone-v-state.html
64 http://sqswans.weebly.com/gmc-4643-13--2578-14.html
65 http://www.earthpulse.com/src/category.asp?catid=1
66 http://sqswans.weebly.com/hc-cpd-a696-04-johnstone-v-state.html
67 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yFoIIW0qT2s
68 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfgZrRoflCI
69 http://web.archive.org/web/20090220005230/http:/www.raven1.net/kkarticl.htm
70 http://exposinginfragard.blogspot.com/2014/05/aaron-alexisffchs-timeline-and-analysis.html
57
58
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documentation for selective targeting of individuals or corporations in war 71 |
Guardian: Edward Snowden NSA surveillance documentation72. The Guardian’s
selective reporting of Snowden’s NSA files is a matter of court record in: EU Curia
General Court at Luxembourg: Johnstone v Addresseavisen et al73 | Israel Shin Bet
Generals: intelligence agency surveillance capabilities74.
Will EoP Axis Officials authorize the use HAARP technology on a
national city wide scale?:
“The composition of the Greens seems to be the same as that of the population in
general — mainly pieces of drifting wood, people who never think.” – Finnish anticivilization deep ecologist Pentti Linkola75
“Civilization feels like death to me” – Tim Cope76 on Rusty, one of his Mongolian
horses at Blue Lake near the 3000-m Kharkhiraa pass in western Mongolia, at the
beginning of the Altai Mountains; on his Genghis Khan footsteps journey across the
Eurasian steppe.
I personally don’t think EoP Axis Officials would hesitate to evacuate more than
a few individuals at a time; to the extent of an entire city or cities; particularly if they
had made significant efforts to provide the individuals in the targeted cities with
sincere compassionate buck stops here information opportunities to cooperate with
them to nonviolently implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract.
Once half of two nations scarcity combatants have been evacuated; other nations
can hardly deny EoP Axis officials are serious about the military necessity of
implementing an Ecology of Peace international law social contract. Whether they shall
choose to nonviolently cooperate at that time, remains to be seen.
Conclusion:

Respondent nations of Bahrain, Brazil; Brunei, Burundi, China, Germany,
India, Japan, Kuwait, Luxembourg, Mali, Malta, Mexico, Monaco, Netherlands,
Niger, Philippines, Qatar, Singapore, Somalia, South Korea, Uganda, United
Kingdom, United States of America and Vatican City are the first 25 scarcity
combatant nation states to be added to the EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation
Lotto pool; who are respectively the top five countries for nominal GDP77: United
States, China, Japan, Germany, United Kingdom, GDP per capita78: Qatar,
http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ciadrugs/part_2.html
http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/the-nsa-files
73 http://sqswans.weebly.com/curia---general.html
74 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yLCX-_HZ_1s
75 http://sqswans.weebly.com/pentti-linkola.html
76 http://in-gods-name.blogspot.com/2012/07/tim-cope-civilisation-feels-like-death.html
77 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_GDP_(nominal)
78 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_GDP_(PPP)_per_capita
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Luxembourg, Singapore, Brunei, Kuwait; largest cities79: Brazil, South Korea, Mexico,
Philippines, India; population density80: Monaco, Vatican City, Bahrain, Malta,
Netherlands; and fertility rates81: Niger, Mali, Burundi, Somalia & Uganda.
Respondent Nations National Government’s may exempt your nation from the
EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation Lotto pool; by (i) Nations National
Government providing ‘EoP Axis of Mutual Coercion’ authorities with their Nations
verified National EoP Axis oath commitment of unconditional cooperation; and (b)
Nations Chief Prosecutorial Authority: Attorney General / Director of Public
Prosecutions files their written (i) consent or (ii) objection with the International
Criminal Court registrar consenting to or opposing the EoP PoW's –v– Nobel
Committee & Peace Laureates et al82 Crimes of Aggression Acts of War private
prosecution proceedings; which must be received and verified by the Acting Clerk 5
days prior to the next scheduled lotto drawing; in order for nation to be exempted from
lotto evacuation pool.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF83)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
GMC 4643 Lara Johnstone v Brad Blanton Applicants & Observers:
Applicants: Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi: US Navy Judge Advocate General co:
Knowledge and Information Services JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc; VADM Dennis McGinn
via CNA Military Advisory Board Members: US Army: Gen Paul Kern; Army:
F.Ch.Staff: Gen Gordon Sullivan; US EU Command: F.Dep.Comm: Gen. Charles Chuck
Wald; Amb Patrick Gaspard: US Emb-Pta; Timothy McVeigh; via DOJ-NSD Asst AGNS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh; NSA: Gen Keith Alexander; Erik Prince via
GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe; Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell; President Vladimir
Putin via Kremlin Press Office; Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta; David Petraeus;
Stan McChrystal; Ray O’Dierno & John Mulholland co Office of the Deputy Chief of
Staff.
Observers: Judge Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit; David
Coombs Office; Zbigniew Brzezinski; Major General Dana Pittard; Major General
Herbert Raymond McMaster; John W. Whitehead; Donald Rumsfeld; USMC JCS: Dir
Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn; Supreme Court Justices via DoJ:
SupremeCtBriefs; Holy See in London – Nuntius; Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary;
Arif Hasan Akhundzada; USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark:
Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base.

http://www.citymayors.com/statistics/largest-cities-population-125.html
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_population_density
81 http://www.statista.com/statistics/262884/countries-with-the-highest-fertility-rates/
82 http://tygae.weebly.com/eop-icc-complaint.html
83 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/13-06-18_milint-earth-day-wyft-support-troopsoath_cert.pdf
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